
Messe München GmbH does not accept any liability for losses of or damage
to any exhibits whatsoever.

Messe München GmbH has taken out an insurance policy with the

Bayerische Versicherungsbank-AG
Allianz-Versicherungs-AG
Dieselstrasse 8, 85774 Unterföhring
Germany

This insurance agreement offers an extensive insurance cover for account
and in favour of each individual exhibitor.

The policy comprises:

1. Transport and exhibition insurance
Insurance cover will be offered without any interruption, during delivery and
removal (assuming proper packaging and handling) incl. the stay on the exhi-
bition grounds. The insurance cover will also include the period of the exhibi-
tion and the time of the pre- and the post-storage necessary for installing
and dismounting the exhibits.

Covered are also the following damages caused by:

accident on transportation; industrial accident; force majeure; fire;
burglary; ordinary theft; tap water; leakage; ordinary breakage;
ordinary damage; even wanton and malevolent damage caused by
a third party.

Without cover, however, are damages to exhibits originating not only when
put into operation or when demonstrated, but also damages caused by ef-
fects of weather and storm to exhibition goods, if exposed in the open-air
area.
For foreign exhibitors from countries with which no particular agreement
exists as to the premium, a special agreement is necessary regarding the con-

veyance and haulage of the goods. It is recommendable to submit the appli-
cation form in time for an offer to be submitted before the risk begins.

Irrespective of separately agreed covers against theft of all kinds, the exhibits
housed on the fair grounds are insured only if the exhibition stands are
watched either by employees of the policy holder or by a specially employed
guard, while mounted or taken down and from the visiting time to the closing
of the halls, and if the halls are guarded during the night.

2. Exhibitors’ liability insurance
is effective against the risks of the legal third-party liabilities, when the policy
holder participates in an exhibition, including the mounting and dismantling
on the fair area.

The indemnification per case of damage amounts to

EUR 1 million for damages of goods
EUR 2 millions for injury to persons.

3. The relevant General Terms of Insurance shall be applied to the aformen-
tioned type of insurance.

Please apply in time for the necessary insurance before the risk
begins, because the insurance cover will become effective only after
payment of the premium.

Please read carefully before filling in the subsequent form
(Insurance Declaration)


